Maryam Bakoshi: Dear all, welcome to the NCUC Pre Policy Course Webinar on Wednesday 21 Feb, 2018 at 2100 UTC for 60 minutes

Elsa Saade: hey!

Maryam Bakoshi: Welcome Elsa

Shahul Hameed: Hello everyone

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Hi everyone

Tomslin Samme-Nlar: Hi Renata

Farell FOLLY: Hello Renata, hello all

Catarina Woyames: H everyone!

Maryam Bakoshi: Welcome all

Shahul Hameed: We can hear you.

kgopotso: hello everyone, Kgopotso here from South Africa. I am new.

Mauricia Abdol: Hello everyone.. I hope you are all well

Mauricia Abdol: Mauricia here from Cape Town, South Africa. Also new.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Hi Carlos, thanks for joining us

khouloud Dawahi: hi

Catarina Woyames: Hi there! I am also new at NCUC! I am from Brazil

khouloud Dawahi: @catarina !Me too !Im from Tunisia

Catarina Woyames: Nice to meet you all!

Carina Birarda 2: hello for everyone from Argentina! 😊

Bruna Santos: Hi everyone, thank you very much for joining :(

Maryam Bakoshi: Welcome everyone
khouloud Dawahi: Yes, keeping up is very tricky

Elsa Saade: happy to see this many participants!

Carina Birarda 2: thank you!

khouloud Dawahi: thank you

Shahul Hameed: I can see Cheryl Langdon-Orr on the first slide. :)

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Yes Shahul, lots of APRALO in the pictures.

Shahul Hameed: Great! :)

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: NCUC members AP members and others can be seen in our gallery https://www.ncuc.org/gallery/

Carina Birarda 2: thanks

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (for later browsing ;) )

kgopotso: Hello Thato

Thato Mfikwe: Hi Kgopotso..

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: 1st on queue on this page is Claire Craig :)

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: both in this example NCUC participated

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: via PC NCSG

Mauricia Abdol: This may be a rhetorical question but, will we have access to this powerpoint?

Maryam Bakoshi: Yes Mauricia

Maryam Bakoshi: I will post the powerpoint to the list

Mauricia Abdol: Thank you Maryam

Maryam Bakoshi: You are welcome, Mauricia
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: note you can access the comments themselves also via the web links on the corner

--------------- (02/21/2018 21:29) --------------
Mauricia Abdol: That is very helpful. Thank you Renata.
--------------- (02/21/2018 21:30) --------------
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: I think it is the previous slide Jim

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: that one now :) 
--------------- (02/21/2018 21:39) --------------
Tomslin Samme-Nlar: awesome presentation
--------------- (02/21/2018 21:41) --------------
Shahul Hameed: Thanks Jim, wonderful presentation. I've a got a question. How's the collective comments being co-ordinated within a constituency?
--------------- (02/21/2018 21:42) --------------
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: questions leave interpretation margins, indeed.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: no cut-throat intro

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: so good to see questions on queue :)

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Jim, yes, I'll forward you via email

khouloud Dawahi: Mr @jim you said that IP justice 's public comment was ineffective in the beginning ,why ?
--------------- (02/21/2018 21:45) --------------
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: we have claire, khouloud on queue

khouloud Dawahi: I didnt notice .Thank you renata

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: yes, how strongly we feel about a policy position also relates to our values

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: sure khouloud just keep our queue here vibrant which is really good

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: we have monthly policy committee call so yes, really good to think about these occasions

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: thanks jim

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: you can solicit other question now?

Shahul Hameed: Thanks Jim and Renata for the explanation.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: claire?
ron wickersham: additional suggestion: read the working groups considerations of the comments -- the majority on the working group works hard to marginalize the impact of unwelcome comments.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: sure
-------------(02/21/2018 21:49)-------------
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: these are great questions claire

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: penholder practice exercise suggestion :)
-------------(02/21/2018 21:51)-------------
Catarina Woyames: Really important! for me would be great the penholder practice exercise

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: khoulou and ron

Thato Mfikwe: How does ICANN or the board view or weigh a consensus policy position or comment from the community? If relevant.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: yes Catarina. Our course is giving us great projects idea to move on.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Thato that's a great question

khoulou Dawahi: how to assess the effectiveness of a public comment ?
-------------(02/21/2018 21:56)-------------
Thato Mfikwe: Thanks.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: go ahead khoulou

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: oops is this question jim read right?
-------------(02/21/2018 21:59)-------------
Thato Mfikwe: @Khouloud - One way to assess would be tracking during online and ICANN meetings, could be wrong.

ron wickersham: to assess the efficiveness of the public coment read the official response of the working group as they consider your comment.

khoulou Dawahi: @thato thank you very much thato

khoulou Dawahi: Thank you @ron

Farell FOLLY: To address effectiveness, ICANN must also set criteria first. Indeed a command can be pertinent but the WG decides to not consider...
-------------(02/21/2018 22:01)-------------
Farell FOLLY: otherwise, all comments need to be considered equally whether they seem effective or not to the target

nvsathyasree: For those who are not able to physically participate at Puerto rico can we getto participate from distance in the training prog for pen holder. That will be very helpful.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: yes, this course will have remote participation too

Maryam Bakoshi: Friday at 13UTC

Maryam Bakoshi: 23 Feb

ron wickersham: thanks for the presentation and for consideration of time zones.

Claire Craig: Thanks much.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: See you tomorrow :)

kgopotso: Thank you everyone. First time participating and it was informative.

Thato Mfikwe: Bye veryone,,,,,thanks.

Shahul Hameed: Thanks everyone!

khouloud Dawahi: thank you @Jim for the presentation and @Renata for organizing this

Tomslin Samme-Nlar: glad to hear there will be remote participation in Puerto Rico

Jim Trengrove: Thank you all for your comments! I look forward to more :)

Maryam Bakoshi: Thank you all for attending!